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I’m going to write a story to tell you about the time I’m going to write a story to tell you about the time I’m going to write a story to tell you about the time I’m going to write a story to tell you about the time 
we had amazing weather when it was windy.we had amazing weather when it was windy.we had amazing weather when it was windy.we had amazing weather when it was windy.    

I was chosen for the school cricket team and we I was chosen for the school cricket team and we I was chosen for the school cricket team and we I was chosen for the school cricket team and we 
were practising throwing the ball at the wickets.  All were practising throwing the ball at the wickets.  All were practising throwing the ball at the wickets.  All were practising throwing the ball at the wickets.  All 
of a sudden a bof a sudden a bof a sudden a bof a sudden a big gust of wind blew the six wickets ig gust of wind blew the six wickets ig gust of wind blew the six wickets ig gust of wind blew the six wickets 
down.  The wind was really strong and even we were down.  The wind was really strong and even we were down.  The wind was really strong and even we were down.  The wind was really strong and even we were 
being blown back a bit, but we still carried on with being blown back a bit, but we still carried on with being blown back a bit, but we still carried on with being blown back a bit, but we still carried on with 
the wind blowing hard.the wind blowing hard.the wind blowing hard.the wind blowing hard.    

I felt very sad because we couldn’t play cricket I felt very sad because we couldn’t play cricket I felt very sad because we couldn’t play cricket I felt very sad because we couldn’t play cricket 
properly.  I said to my partner, “This is properly.  I said to my partner, “This is properly.  I said to my partner, “This is properly.  I said to my partner, “This is just weird, just weird, just weird, just weird, 
our teachers have to make us carry on in the windy our teachers have to make us carry on in the windy our teachers have to make us carry on in the windy our teachers have to make us carry on in the windy 
weather.”  weather.”  weather.”  weather.”      

He replied, “I agree but it’s better than not playing He replied, “I agree but it’s better than not playing He replied, “I agree but it’s better than not playing He replied, “I agree but it’s better than not playing 
cricket and going home.”  cricket and going home.”  cricket and going home.”  cricket and going home.”      

“No, I really don’t want to go home, let’s hope the “No, I really don’t want to go home, let’s hope the “No, I really don’t want to go home, let’s hope the “No, I really don’t want to go home, let’s hope the 
wind blocks down a bit,” I said hopefully.wind blocks down a bit,” I said hopefully.wind blocks down a bit,” I said hopefully.wind blocks down a bit,” I said hopefully.    

ThThThThe wind picked up a bit and pushed our balls over e wind picked up a bit and pushed our balls over e wind picked up a bit and pushed our balls over e wind picked up a bit and pushed our balls over 
to the left.  It was so irritating.  I tried to keep my to the left.  It was so irritating.  I tried to keep my to the left.  It was so irritating.  I tried to keep my to the left.  It was so irritating.  I tried to keep my 
concentration but it was hard.  I really tried my concentration but it was hard.  I really tried my concentration but it was hard.  I really tried my concentration but it was hard.  I really tried my 
best in spite of the annoying wind.best in spite of the annoying wind.best in spite of the annoying wind.best in spite of the annoying wind.    

Even though it was windy we played a match.  We Even though it was windy we played a match.  We Even though it was windy we played a match.  We Even though it was windy we played a match.  We 
were first at bawere first at bawere first at bawere first at batting.  We had 24 runs.  We then tting.  We had 24 runs.  We then tting.  We had 24 runs.  We then tting.  We had 24 runs.  We then 
started bowling but the wickets kept on being blown started bowling but the wickets kept on being blown started bowling but the wickets kept on being blown started bowling but the wickets kept on being blown 
down.  So we had to stop playing. down.  So we had to stop playing. down.  So we had to stop playing. down.  So we had to stop playing.     

At last we had finished and my Uncle and my At last we had finished and my Uncle and my At last we had finished and my Uncle and my At last we had finished and my Uncle and my 
cousin came to pick me up.  I told them everything cousin came to pick me up.  I told them everything cousin came to pick me up.  I told them everything cousin came to pick me up.  I told them everything 
that had happened.that had happened.that had happened.that had happened.    

I felt really happy I felt really happy I felt really happy I felt really happy that the wind had stopped that the wind had stopped that the wind had stopped that the wind had stopped 
because I could concentrate better on my cricket because I could concentrate better on my cricket because I could concentrate better on my cricket because I could concentrate better on my cricket 
skills.  I was still amazed about the wind blowing skills.  I was still amazed about the wind blowing skills.  I was still amazed about the wind blowing skills.  I was still amazed about the wind blowing 
the heavy wooden benches around and it was an the heavy wooden benches around and it was an the heavy wooden benches around and it was an the heavy wooden benches around and it was an 
amazing sight.amazing sight.amazing sight.amazing sight.    


